
DIRECTION INSTITUTE FOR GEOGRAPHY & GS

 All the Geography Optional Aspirant we announce our Next batches of GEOGRAPHY 
OPTIONAL CLASSES from February 2024.This will be the complete syllabus batch that will 

have 4.5 months of duration.

In the meanwhile, from January 2024 (Last week) we will begin GS GEOGRAPHY CLASSES, 

targeting upcoming Prelims. It will cover all crucial conventional, contemporary and map 

based study.

We will be providing it absolutely free for the enrolled students of Geography Optional

*new enrollment with course fee payment &Details

https://forms.gle/CyZsRMkTV7JHkwdX6

Uniqueness of our coaching includes-

 Developing comprehensive basic understanding
Complete syllabus coverage
Absolutely oriented towards changing UPSC pattern
Individual mentorship
Single handed (by Neetu Singh only) handling of entire syllabus
Complete study material
Self-evaluating tests
Online (Live) O�line classes

https://forms.gle/CyZsRMkTV7JHkwdX6


Also maintenance of faith that we have earned with dedicated mentorship for more than two 

decades, I promise to be as committed as always till the time you attain your dream jobs. I 

take additional pleasure in acknowledging that our online sessions have been absolutely 

lively and interactive ,so there should not be any apprehension, join us! 

Frequently asked questions -

1 Why should I start now?

Starting early allows you to cover topics in-depth, ensuring a thorough understanding of 

concepts. This depth of understanding is often more e�ective than superficial knowledge 

gained through last-minute cramming.

2.What is benefit of joining  Direction IAS?

The institute's reputation, Neetu Singh expertise, success rate, study materials, class 

schedules, and reviews from past students. Our institute  aligns with your learning style and 

preferences. Consistent and Sustainable Progress, Skill Development and Mastery are our 

inculcates for you.

3.How Geography helps in GS?

Geography helps candidates develop a comprehensive understanding of the world, including 

the physical features, climate patterns, and ecosystems. This knowledge is crucial for 

addressing questions related to global issues and current a�airs.

4.Can I cover the syllabus in 5-6 months?

Procrastination often lead to stress and anxiety. Regular learning , allows you to approach 

your studies in a more relaxed and focused manner. It increases your work e�ciency.


